Elementary Schools Uniform Information
North College Hill Elementary
Additional NORTH COLLEGE HILL ELEMENTARY North College Hill City Schools
Notes:
has implemented a Uniform Dress Code Policy. Students are expected to dress
in the proper uniform attire. It is the responsibility of the parents or guardians to
ensure compliance with this Uniform Dress Code Policy. This Uniform Dress
Code Policy does not replace the board-adopted dress code. UNIFORM DRESS
CODE POLICY Permitted 1. All clothing must be clean and in good repair. 2.
Students must wear solid white, red, light blue or navy blue shirts with a collar.
This includes oxfords, polos, dress shirts, blouses and turtlenecks. Their tops are
to be tucked into their bottoms-no exposed midriffs. 3. Students must wear navy
blue or tan khaki traditional or classic fit pants, slacks, shorts, skirts, skorts or
jumpers. Bottoms must be worn around the waist. A belt must be worn if
bottoms have belt loops. All bottoms must be no shorter than mid-thigh. 4. A
solid white, light blue or navy blue sweater or lightweight fleece may be worn
over the white, light blue or navy blue collared shirt. (No hoods.) 5. White,
navy, black or brown socks must be worn. Full-length tights and knee-highs are
acceptable for girls. Belts must be worn and may not be more than one size
larger than the waist. 6. The Building Administrator may make modifications of
the above policy. Prohibited 1. T-shirts/jerseys 2. Sweatsuits 3. Denim tops and
bottoms 4. Spandex clothing including yoga, fleece and exercise type clothing 5.
Oversized/baggy clothing 6. Logos, insignias or messages on clothing 7. Any
gang related attire/accessories 8. Thongs, slippers, backless shoes, shoe skates,
bare feet 9. Any accessory/clothing item which could cause injury or disruption
10. Modifications of the above may be made by the Building Administrator
Additional Guidelines • No undergarments may show • Any buttons, jewelry,
hair accessories and any other accessories which contain vulgar, lewd, obscene
or plainly offensive messages which may lead to substantial interference with
school activities, including accessories which advocate the use of alcohol or
drugs and accessories which make reference to or identify gangs, are not
allowed.

